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Abstract

We have studied long time daily temperature records �typically �

 years� obtained from ��
meteorological stations in Europe and North�America� from various climatological zones�
To search for correlations between the �uctuations of the daily temperatures around their
average values� we applied several methods �wavelets methods and detrended �uctuation
analysis� that can systematically overcome nonstationarities in the data� In addition�
we have employed the Fourier�transform technique and compared our results with those
obtained from a direct calculation of the relevant temperature autocorrelation function
C����We also analysed the distribution of the daily temperature �uctuations� Our anal�
ysis suggests that the persistence� characterized by the autocorrelation function C���� is
long�ranged� For � above one week �the time scale of a typical weather situation� C���
approximately decays as a power law� C��� � ���� with the same exponent � �� 
�� for
all stations considered� This universal persistence law seems to be valid at least for one
decade of years� but we cannot exclude the possibility that the range of the power�law
correlations even exceeds the range of the temperature series considered�

�� Introduction

It is well known in meteorology that the weather is persistent on short time scales� If
one day is sunny and warm� there is a higher probability that the next day remains the
same� and any �sophisticated� weather forecast must be better than the �trivial� one that
predicts that the weather of tomorrow is the same as the weather of today ����

To quantify the persistence� we have analysed the records of the maximum daily
temperatures Ti of the following weather stations �the length of the records is written
within the parentheses�� Albany ��
 y�� Brookings ��� y�� Huron ��� y�� Luling ��
 y��
Melbourne ��� y�� New York City ��� y�� Pendleton ��� y�� Prague �	�� y�� Sidney ����
y�� Spokane ��
	 y�� Tucson ��� y�� Vancouver ��� y�� Moscow ���� y�� and St� Petersburg
���� y�� The stations have been chosen randomly and represent the di�erent climatological
zones� We review the results from �	� and extend them using further complementary
methods� such as Fast Fourier Transforms�
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For each weather station� we consider the daily maximum temperature Ti� The total
number N of days i available for a given weather station ranges typically from 	
 



days �Huron� to �
 


 days �Prague�� For eliminating the periodic seasonal trends� we
have considered the departures of the Ti� �Ti � Ti � �Ti� from the mean maximum daily
temperature �Ti for each calendary date i� say �st of April� which has been obtained by
averaging over all years in the temperature series� We have used several mathematical
techniques �random walk theory� wavelets� and Fourier�analysis� to analyse the �Ti time
series� Our analysis suggests that the temperature �uctuations at days i and i � � are
long�range power�law correlated� i�e�� the correlation function behaves like

C��� � h�Ti�Ti��i � ��� ���

with an apparently universal exponent � �� 
�� for all weather stations considered� The
brackets in ��� denote an average over all pairs of temperature data separated by � days�

h�Ti�Ti��i �
�

N � �

N��X

i��

�Ti�Ti��� �	�

�From our results we can conclude that� within the pertinent error bars� the power�
law correlations set in after about one week �which is the typical time scale for a weather
situation� and range at least over one decade of years� We did not �nd any evidence for
a crossover to uncorrelated behavior at very large time scales� and cannot exclude the
possibility that the range of the power�law correlations is larger than the range of the
temperature series considered� In contrast to the universal behavior of the correlations�
the distribution H��T � of the temperature variations does not exhibit a universal form�

The paper is organized as follows� In Section 	� we describe the methods for analysing
the temperature series� In Section �� we present representative results for the temperature
�uctuations from various meteorological stations considered� and in Section �� we end up
with a discussion of the results�

�� Time series analysis techniques

For analysing the time series� we have applied� apart from the direct calculation of C���
�Eqs� ���	��� three techniques� Detrended �uctuation analysis �DFA�� wavelets methods
�WL� and the fast Fourier transformation method �FFT�� These methods have been found
useful in the analysis of sequences of various types ������ They have been instrumental� in
particular� in detecting long�range correlations in a series� when �undesired� nonstation�
arities are present and it is hard to distinguish a priori between trends and �uctuations�
The DFA has been developed originally by Peng et al� ��� to investigate long�range corre�
lations in heart beat intervals and in DNA sequences� where nonstationarities similar to
the nonstationarities in the temperature �uctuations ��� can occur� The wavelets methods
in general are very convenient techniques to investigate �uctuating signals ���� Wavelets
techniques have been used by Arneodo et al� ��� to study the correlations in the noncoding
part of DNA employing Gaussian wavelets and �st�� 	nd�� and �rd�order derivatives� by

	



Ivanov et al� �� to study heart beat variability� and by Kantelhardt et al� ��� to anal�
yse the �uctuations of random distribution functions within the context of multifractality
employing discrete wavelets�

The DFA and the wavelets techniques will not be used here to analyse directly the
�Ti or the correlation function C���� Instead� for reducing the level of noise present in the
�nite temperature series� we consider the �temperature pro�le�

Yn �
nX

i��

�Ti� ���

The �uctuations of the pro�le� on a given length scale �� are related to the correlation func�
tion C���� For the relevant case of long�range power�law correlations� C��� � ���� 
 �
� � �� the �uctuations F ��� increase by a power law ����

F ��� � ��� � � �� ��	� ���

For uncorrelated data �as well as for short�range correlations � � ��� we have � � ��	�
To �nd how the �uctuations scale with �� we divide the pro�le into nonoverlapping

segments of size �� We calculate the �uctuations F���� in each segment 	 and obtain F ���
by averaging over all segments� The DFA and the wavelet methods di�er in the way the
�uctuations are measured and possible nonstationarities are eliminated� We begin with
the DFA�

��� Detrended Fluctuation Analysis �DFA�

We �rst divide each series of N successive daily temperatures into K� � �N��� nonover�
lapping subsequences of size � starting from the beginning and K� nonoverlapping sub�
sequences of size � starting from the end of the considered temperature series� For each
subsequence 	 we determine the best linear �t of the pro�le� and calculate the standard
deviation F �

� ��� of the pro�le from this straight line� This way� we eliminate the in�uence
of possible linear trends on scales larger than the segment ���� Then we average F����
over the K� subsequences obtained by starting from one end of the series� and over the K�

subsequences obtained by starting from the other end�

��� Wavelets Techniques

The wavelets methods are more advanced methods� which are based on the determination
of the mean values �Y���� of the pro�le in each segment 	 �of length ��� and the calculation of
the �uctuations between neighboring segments� First we divide� as above� the temperature
series in 	�K� subsequences� Then we determine in each segment 	 the mean values �Y����
of the pro�le� The various techniques we have used here di�er in the way the �uctuations
between the average pro�les are treated and possible nonstationarities are eliminated�

�i� In the �rst�order wavelets method �WL��� we simply determine the �uctuations
from the �rst derivative

F �
� ��� � � �Y���� � �Y�������

�� ���

This way� trends in the pro�le of a weather station originating� e�g�� from an approxi�
mately linear increase of temperature due to urban development around the station� are
not eliminated�
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�ii� In the second�order wavelets method �WL	�� we determine the �uctuations from
the second derivative

F �
� ��� � � �Y����� 	 �Y������ � �Y��������� ��

So� if the pro�le consists of a trend term linear in � and a �uctuating term� the trend term
is eliminated�

�iii� In the third�order wavelets method �WL��� we determine the �uctuations from
the third derivative

F �
� ��� � � �Y����� � �Y������ � � �Y������� �Y�������

�� ���

By de�nition� WL� eliminates linear and parabolic trend terms in the pro�le�
Finally� we average in each case the quantity F���� over the 	 �K� subsequences of

the temperature series considered�
Methods �i�iii� are called wavelets methods� since they can be interpreted as transform�

ing the pro�le by discrete wavelets representing �rst�� second�� and third�order cumulative
derivatives of the pro�le �	�� The �rst�order wavelets are known in the literature as Haar
wavelets �see e�g� ����� In principle� one could also use di�erent shapes of the wavelets
�e�g� Gaussian wavelets with width ��� which have been used by Arneodo et al� ��� to
study long�range correlations in DNA� We believe that discrete wavelets are more suitable
to study temperature �uctuations for the following reason� Instead of studing the daily
temperature deviations� one could start with the annual temperature deviations from the
average temperature value� thus neglecting correlations on scales lower than one year� It
can be easily seen that the discrete�wavelets method� applied to the annual temperature
departures� is identical to the discrete�wavelets method� applied to the daily temperature�
for � � n� ��� where n is the number of years�

Finally� we discuss the fast Fourier transformation method �FFT� in the form ap�
plied by Buldyrev et al� ��
� to DNA sequences� by which long�range correlations in the
temperature �uctuations can also be investigated�

��	 Fast Fourier transformation method �FFT�

Similar to DFA and wavelets methods� we divide each series of N daily temperatures
into K � �N�L� nonoverlapping subsequences of size L starting from the beginning and
K nonoverlapping subsequences of size L starting from the end� In the analysis� we have
chosen L � 	
��� In this way� only correlations well below the length L of the subsequences
can be detected� For each subsequence� we compute the Fourier transform

qf �
NX

k��

�Tk exp�i�k � ��	
f�N � ���

and the power spectrum

S�f� � jqf j
� � jqN�f j

�� ���
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Then we average S�f� over the K subsequences of the temperature series considered�
obtained by starting from one end� and the K subsequences obtained by starting from the
other end� If the temperature series has long�range power�law correlations� then

S�f� � f������� ��
�

Similar to the direct determination of C��� from ��� and �	�� the FFT method cannot
eliminate trends�

In this paper� we have used both the trend�eliminating methods described above as
well as the FFT and the direct calculation of C��� to learn about the laws of persistence
governing atmospheric variability�

	� Analysis of the daily temperature 
uctuations

For an illustration of the methods� we begin with the analysis of an arti�cial temperature
series f�Tig consisting of �
 


 data� which is long�range correlated according to Eq� ���
with a correlation exponent � � 
��� Figure � shows the results of the �uctuation analysis�
For DFA and the wavelet methods� we obtain straight lines �in the double�logarithmic
plots� with the predicted slope � � 
��� Note that for ��values above � 


 ��
 percent of
the sequence length� the �uctuation functions start to scatter due to lack of statistics� For
the power spectrum in the Fourier�transform analysis� we obtain� in the double logarithmic
representation� a straight line with the predicted slope ���� �� � 	�� � � �
��� and the
direct correlation function C��� shows also the expected behavior C��� � ��� � We study
next real temperature sequences�

We have considered temperature data from �� meteorological stations� For each sta�
tion we have analysed the daily temperature variations �Ti � Ti � hTii� where Ti is the
maximum temperature of day i and hTii is the mean maximum temperature of this par�
ticular date of the year averaged over all years in the considered temperature series� We
show representative results for Prague �Fig� 	�� Luling �Fig� �� and Spokane �Fig� ��� We
begin the analysis with the temperature series f�Tig for Prague which is the largest series
�	�� y� in this study�

Figure 	 shows the �uctuation analysis for Prague obtained from the three methods�
In the log�log plot� the DFA and wavelets curves are approximately straight lines for � � �

days� with a slope � �� 
��� For � of the order of few days� the slope is a little larger� This
result suggests� that there exists long�range persistence expressed by the power�law decay of
the correlation function� with an exponent � �� 
��� A closer look at these curves indicates
that the e�ects of trends and correlations can be� to a certain extent� distinguished by the
available methods� At about �
� days� the curves of FA and WL� show a crossover towards
a slightly larger exponent �� This behavior can be interpreted as the e�ect of the warming
of Prague due to urban development� In contrast� DFA� WL	� and WL� yield approximate
straight lines until about �
� days above which the data start to scatter� The systematic
crossover at about �
� days does not occur here� since DFA� WL	� and WL� eliminate the
�roughly� linear trend of warming� For the Fourier�transform analysis� we obtain� in the
double logarithmic representation� a straight line with the slope ������ � 	��� � �
���
consistent with the other methods� For f above f �� �

� corresponding to � smaller than
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roughly �
 days� we see a crossover towards a larger exponent� in agreement with the
previous analysis� Since the power spectrum analysis is limited to 	
�� days� we cannot
see the in�uence of trends involved in WL�� The direct evaluation of the autocorrelation
function �Fig� 	d� yields a consistent picture� C��� � ��� � At very large time scales�
scattering becomes dominant and hides the power�law behavior�

Figures � and � show the analogous results for the �uctuation functions for two cities
in North America� from two di�erent climatological zones� Luling from Texas �Fig� �� and
Spokane from Washington �Fig� ��� The curves have the same features as the curves for
Prague� and the exponents � and � seem to have almost the same values as for Prague�

When comparing Figs� 	�� with the arti�cial curves from Fig� �� one notes that
apart from very small ��values� the arti�cial curves look similar to the realistic detrended
ones� Above an ��value that is about �
 percent of the length N of the arti�cial series� the
data start to scatter due to lack of statistics and the true range of correlations cannot be
detected� Accordingly� the range of correlations cannot be detected from the data� but it
is clear that the power�law correlations range at least over one decade� Since we obtain
the same behavior for all stations considered� our results point to the possibility that there
may be a universal law of persistence� with a universal exponent � �� 
���

Finally� we have studied the normalized distribution function H��T � of the temper�
ature variations �Ti for the various meteorological stations� The distribution represents
the number of days with �Ti in the interval ��T��T � ��� with � � � oC� divided by
the total number of days� Figure � shows the result for four stations from two di�erent
climatological zones� for Moscow and St� Petersburg �continental climate�� and Tucson
�Arizona�� and Luling �Texas� �arid climate�� The �gure also shows the corresponding
Gaussian �ts to the numerical data� Apparently� there is no universal behavior for the
distribution function� While the distributions for Moscow and St� Petersburg� belonging
to the same climatological zone according to K�oppen s classi�cation scheme� are reason�
ably well approximated by a Gaussian� strong deviations from a Gaussian are observed
for Tucson and Luling� But this feature does not have consequences on the long�range
behavior of the correlations� as we have demonstrated above�

�� Conclusions�

Our �nding of long�range power�law persistence with a unique exponent � for di�erent
weather stations in di�erent climate zones suggests that atmospheric variability may be
governed by rather fundamental mechanisms� We name just a few candidates�
�i� A few years ago there were speculations about the existence of a low�dimensional

�strange� attractor organizing the atmosphere s dynamics ����� Such a dissipative
structure might induce universal laws for �uctuation persistence�

�ii� The value for � �� 
�� �� 	�� invokes reminiscences of Kolmogorov s famous ���
law� A �rst�principles explanation of our �ndings based on the dimensional analysis
of �uid dynamics ��	� would be a most intriguing but perhaps an unfeasible exercise�
As a prerequisite� the spatial correlation of atmospheric patterns has to be taken into
account�

�iii� The extremely long persistence of meteorological �uctuations implies that the coupling
of atmospheric and oceanic processes has to be involved� as the latter rule the long�





term dynamics of the system� Here we touch core questions dealt with in the CLIVAR
programme of the World Climate Research Programme ����� Our analysis may provide
useful hints� if it is combined with a systematic investigation of the relation between
�uctuation persistence at a geometric site and the characteristic of the relevant oceanic
regime�
Furthermore� our results may be useful in the context of the current debate on atmo�

spheric global warming as reviewed in the latest IPCC report ����� While most scientists
involved in the IPCC process hold that there is already empirical evidence for human
interference with the climate� a few others strongly disagree ������� Given the operable
bulk of meteorological observations� the crucial point is to distinguish the �atmospheric
signal� from the noise generated by the natural variability of the geophysical system� Cli�
matologists try to circumvent this problem� e�g�� by complementing empirical data with
simulated ones obtained from coupled ocean�atmosphere circulation models �����

The quantitative empirical laws we found might serve as a test for validating the qual�
ity of state�of�the�art computer simulations of short� to long�term atmospheric dynamics�
If these simulations fail to reproduce the persistence characteristics detected here� then we
should be concerned about their predictive power�
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FIGURE CAPTIONS�

Fig� �� Analysis of the sequence of �
 


 arti�cial random data� �a� Fluctuation function
F ��� versus � obtained from DFA� �b� Fluctuation function F ��� versus � obtained
from the wavelets methods� WL� �circles�� WL	 �squares�� and WL� �diamonds��
In �a�b�� the straight lines show the predicted slope � � 
��� For ��values above �



 the obtained �uctuation functions start to scatter due to lack of statistics� �c�
Power spectrum S�f� versus f for L � 	
��� The straight line has the predicted slope
���� �� � 	�� � � �
��� �d� Autocorrelation function C��� versus �� The straight
line has the predicted slope �� � 	�� 	 � �
���

Fig� 	� Analysis of the daily temperature variations �Ti �	�� y� for Prague� �a� Fluctua�
tion function F ��� versus � obtained from DFA� �b� Fluctuation function F ��� ver�
sus � obtained from the wavelets methods� WL� �circles�� WL	 �squares�� and WL�
�diamonds�� In �a�b�� the straight lines have slope � � 
��� �c� Power spectrum
S�f� versus f for L � 	
��� The straight line has the predicted slope �
��� �d�
Autocorrelation function C��� versus �� The straight line has the predicted slope
�� � 	�� 	 � �
���

Fig� �� Analysis of the daily temperature variations �Ti ��� y� for Luling �Texas�� �a� Fluc�
tuation function F ��� versus � obtained from DFA� �b� Fluctuation function F ���
versus � obtained from the wavelets methods� WL� �circles�� WL	 �squares�� and
WL� �diamonds�� In �a�b�� the straight lines have slope � � 
��� �c� Power spec�
trum S�f� versus f for L � 	
��� The straight line has the predicted slope �
���
�d� Autocorrelation function C��� versus �� The straight line has the predicted slope
�� � 	�� 	 � �
���

Fig� �� Analysis of the daily temperature variations �Ti ��
	 y� for Spokane �Washington��
�a� Fluctuation function F ��� versus � obtained from DFA� �b� Fluctuation function
F ��� versus � obtained from the wavelets methods� WL� �circles�� WL	 �squares��
and WL� �diamonds�� In �a�b�� the straight lines have slope � � 
��� �c� Power
spectrum S�f� versus f for L � 	
��� The straight line has the predicted slope �
���
�d� Autocorrelation function C��� versus �� The straight line has the predicted slope
�� � 	�� 	 � �
���

Fig� �� The distributionH��T � of the temperature variations �T �oC� for four meteorological
stations� �a� Moscow ����
������ ��� years�� �b� St� Petersburg ����������� ���
years�� �c� Tucson �Arizona� ����������� �� years� and �d� Luling �Texas� ���
	������
�
 years�� The lines are Gaussian �ts� P ��T � � �	
������ exp����T ����	��� with�
�a�  � ��
� oC� �b�  � ��	 oC� �c�  � ���� oC and �d�  � ���	 oC�
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